For similar treatments, see Becker [1] , [2] , and Meyer [5] . Throughout this paper, let (K, L) be a finite C W. pair, B any space, and f:K~+B any map. All spaces and maps shall be in the category CG of compactly generated spaces and maps, as described by Steenrod [7] , and all constructions (i.e., function spaces, quotient space, Cartesian products) shall be as defined in that paper. When possible without confusion, we shall allow /1 L and f \ K \J L to be denoted simply as F. A map π: X-> Y we call a fibration if it has a local product structure; the polyhedral covering homotopy extension property [4] is then satisfied. 2* Basic concepts* We define a B-bundle to be an ordered pair (E, e) such that e:£-^δίs a fibration. A J5-bundle map from a 5-bundle e -(E, e) to another 5-bundle a -(A, a) is defined to be a commutative diagram:
, e") is bi-pointed, we say that e'b is the South pole of e~ι δ, while e"b is the North pole.
Let £? B be the category of 5-bundles and 5-bundle maps. Let 3f B * and ^** be the categories of pointed and bi-pointed β-bundles and maps, respectively. We obviously have forgetful functors a: 3f B ** -• JgS* and β: Jgf^* -» £f B where a (E, e, e', e") = (E, e, e') and β{E, e, e r ) = (E, e). We shall, whenever convenient, identify any object with its image under a, β, or β © a. We also define functors as follows:
S: ^B-*^** two-point suspension Σ: <^B*-> ^B* one-point suspension Ω: ^*-^^* looping P: ^J**-^^ paths from the South pole to the North pole S(E, e) = (S B E, s, s\ s") where S B E is the quotient space of E x I obtained by identifying (x, 0) with (y, 0) and (x, 1) with (y, 1) for any x, y e e~ιb for any be B.
For all [#, ί] Let e = (J57, e) be a jB-bundle. If each fiber of e is connected, we say that e is connected. Similarly, if each fiber of e is nconnected, or ^-simple, for some integer n > 1, we say that e is nconnected, or ^-simple. If e is ^-simple, define π n e to be the local system of Abelian groups over B such that, for every be B, (π n e)b = π n (e~ιb). We call π n e the n th homotopy group system of e. Similarly, if e is pointed, we can define π n e whether e is 7^-simple or not, since every fiber has a base-point. Note that e is ^-connected if and only if e is connected and π k e = 0 for all k < n. If a: e -> a is any Bbundle map, where e and a are both ^-simple or both pointed (and a is pointed) or e is pointed and a is ^-simple, a induces a homomorphism a % \ π n e -> τr % α in the obvious way.
Let a: e -•> α be any J3-bundle map, where e = (ϋ7, β) and α = (A, α, α') We define the fiber of α to be the β-bundle c = (C, c) where C is the space of all ordered pairs (x, σ) such that xeE and σ is a path in A such that σ(0) e a'{B), σ(l) = ax, and (α o (y)ί = f or all t e I; and where c(x, σ) = ex for all (x, σ) e C. If e = (E, e, e r ) is pointed, then c 'b = (e'b, σ) gives a pointing of c, where σt = α'δ for all ί e J. The reader will note that for any be B, c~λb is precisely the fiber of a: e~ιb -> a -1 6. The following sequence is thus exact, if a: e -> α is pointed:
Now if a: e -> a is a J3-bundle map, we say that α is ^-connected for any n > 0 if, for all be B and 7/e α" 1^, the space
If a is a connected pointed I?-bundle, a is connected if and only if the fiber of a is ^-connected. Suppose now that a: e -> a is a S-bundle map. Consider
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose a is n-connected for some n > 0. TΛew:
Proof. The connectivity of a equals the connectivity of the fiber of α: E-+A, considered as a map of spaces. Simple application of ordinary obstruction theory enables us to complete the proof in a routine manner; we omit the details.
Suppose now that g 0 , g^ K-+ E are both liftings of / rel h. 
Proof. We have a bi-pointed if-bundle map f~ι a: f~ι e -• f~ι α, where /-1 e = (/-^ /^β, /-^0, /-^ and and Pf~ιa; Pf~γe-^Pf~~ιa is (n -l)-connected. A section of Pf~~ιe is equivalent to a fiber homotopy, rel L, of # 0 with &, while a section of P/" 1 a is equivalent to a fiber homotopy, rel L, of α ° # 0 with a © ^1 # Apply Lemma 2.2, and we are done.
3. ΰ-Spectra* Suppose e = (E, e, e f ) is a pointed β-bundle. We define an operation " + " on [K, L, Ωe] f as follows: for any two liftings of / rel e' \ L, g and g r , let g + g r : K-+ Ω B E be the map where
r ; it is trivial to verify that the operation is welldefined. (ii) For each ΐ Ξ> m, ε^ β^ ->e i+1 is a pointed ^-bundle map. Furthermore, we say that if is a ίS^-spectrum if ε* is a homotopy equivalence (in the category J%%*) for each i, and we say that ε is a weak /^-spectrum if ε^ is infinitely connected for all i ^> m. We say that ε is stabilizing if, for each integer n, there exists an integer N^m such that e* is (π + ΐ)-connected for all i }> N. The ^ are called the elements of the spectrum, the ε^ are called the connection maps, and m is called the starting value. If the first finitely many elements of a spectrum are altered, no change occurs in cohomology with coefficients in that spectrum; in that sense, the starting value is arbitrary. We define the homotopy of a spectrum 7r w (ίf) for any integer n, to be the direct limit Lim^ π n+i e i9 under the system of homomorphisms (ε) is stabilizing, the direct limit is achieved eventually, i.e., beyond some point, all representations are bijective; if gf is a weak ί^-spectrum, the direct limit is achieved immediately, i.e., all representations are bijective.
We call H*(K, L, f; gf) the cohomology of the triple (K, L, f) with coefficients in the spectrum gf. If (K\ U) is another C. W. pair, and
is a map, an induced homomorphism
can be defined in the obvious way. Henceforth, let (K", L") be the pair (K x {l}{jLxI, Lx{0}), and let p; (K", L") -> (K, L) be projection onto the first factor. The reader can easily verify that p is a relative homotopy equivalence, and hence by the direct limit version of Lemma 2.1,
is an isomorphism. For any integer n, we define a connecting homomorphism for all x e L and tel, and where G(x, 1) = a'{fx) for all x e K, where σ! is the pointing of Ω i~n " ι e i \ δa is well-defined since p* is an isomorphisms.
The following remarks (analogous to some of the Eilenberg Steenrod axioms for a cohomology theory [3] ) we state without proof: REMARK 3.3. The following long sequence is exact, where i and j are inclusions: 
of the representation of [H]e[K", L"; Se] fop , where H:K"->S B E is the map such that H(x, t) = [hx, t] for all (x, t) e L x I, and H(x, 1) = (e" o /)
.τ, the North pole of e~fx, for all xe K. We leave it to the reader to verify that if f t : K-^B, for 0 ^ t ^ 1, is a homotopy, and if h t : L->E is a homotopy such that e o h t = f t \ L for all t, and if F(x, t) = f t x for all (x, t) e K x J, then F$Γ(f 0 ; h 0 ) = AΛ; h,); i.e., /"(/; A) is a homotopy invariant. Proof. "Only if" is the previous theorem. Suppose then that Γ(f; h) = 0. Without loss of generality, we may assume that L has empty interior, whence dim K" ^2n -1. By a Serre spectral sequence argument, (0*"%): Ω i~^ι e i -^Ω i e i^γ is (2n + ί -reconnected for all i ^ 1, whence, by Lemma 2.2, the representation
is one-to-one and onto. (K, L, f; if) , the single obstruction to fiber homotopy, rel L, of g 0 with g lt to be (p*)" 1 of the representation in We leave it to the reader to check that J(g 0 , g^ h) is a homotopy invariant in the same sense that Γ(f; h) is. Hence forth, we shall write ΩSe = (Ω B S B E, c, c'). Proof. "Only if" is the previous theorem. Suppose, then, that , gΰ h) = 0. Then G is fiber homotopic, rel L", to c', since by (g 0 , g; h) . This function is well-defined, one-to-one, and onto, and induces an affine group structure on [K, L, h; e] f which is independent of the choice of g Q , by Theorems 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7. We leave the details to the reader. 5* i?-sρectrum maps and a spectral sequence for H* (K, L, f; c £). Let g" = ({ej ί>m , {εj) and S^f -({αj ί>% , {αj) be J5-spectra. We define a B-spectrum map /\ g" -• Szf of degree d to be an indexed collection {fi}i>p of pointed 5-bundle maps, where p > max (m, n -d) , such that for any i> p, /*: e;->α ί+d and the following diagram is commutative:
-> e, 4 
fi+l
We can define A : #*(#, L, /; gf) -> H k+d (K, L, f; sf) for any integer k to be the direct limit of the (/*)$; similarly we can define where y = {gi}^p has degree 0 and A, = {AJ^p+d-i has degree -d + 1; defined as follows: For any (x, σ) e D iy h^x, σ) = x; and for any ye A iy g { y -((βi_ d+1 ° a { )y, a^).
The sequence (5-1) is analogous to the fibration sequence for any map of pointed spaces (where F is the fiber of /):
As in that case, we may, in a straightforward manner, verify the exactness of the long sequences:
